Introduction
As an effective passive countermeasure, chaff (or dipoles) clouds have been playing an important role in electronic warfare [1] , scattering communications [2] , [3] and other applications, for example, being used as composite materials [4] . Chaff usually has a simple structure of a metal wire. Chaff clouds, a number of dipoles distributed in the radar observation space, are initially assumed as sparse, that is, the average spacing between dipoles is more than two working wavelengths [5] . Radar cross sections (RCS) for sparse chaff clouds were studied in [6] , [7] . With the increasing ability of loading power of transport vehicles, dense chaff clouds are often encountered in practices for better jamming effect. Research on dense chaff clouds has received great concern for recent years. A method of equivalent conductor (EC) is presented to calculate RCS in paper [8] by considering the dense chaff cloud as a homogeneous material. Through the boundary condition, the equivalent electric parameter is obtained for a dense chaff cloud. A generalized EC method for arbitrary orientation of chaff is presented in paper [9] as an extent of EC method.
Besides these, the polarization characteristics of chaff clouds are much more focused on for their essentials in chaff jamming recognition and suppression. The polarization characteristics of single dipole and sparse chaff clouds have been studied thoroughly, such as the correlation characteristics of the polarized backscattered field [10] and the polarization characteristics of echoes [11] ; the correlation of the received voltage with different polarization [12] ; the correlation of received field with different polarization [13] ; the polarization characteristics for Gaussian oriented chaff clouds [14] .
Polarization characteristics play an important role in the jamming recognition and suppression in radar electronic warfare [15] [16] [17] [18] . The scattering characteristics of the dense chaff clouds are not always the same as that of the sparse chaff clouds. For example, the RCS of the dense chaff clouds is not the sum of the dipoles' RCS due to the coupling among the dipoles [5] . The conclusions of sparse clouds cannot be directly extended to the case of dense clouds. The study of the polarization characteristics of the dense chaff clouds is necessary for the chaff jamming recognition and suppression. This paper focuses on the polarization correlation characteristics of dense chaff clouds with uniform orientation and location distributions in circular symmetry region. Through investigation in correlation characteristics of the polarization backscattering matrix of dense chaff clouds, meaningful conclusions are drown. The results of numerical computation using the method of moments (MoM) [19] and Pocklington integral equation [20] are given, and the numerical results are in agreement with the analytical conclusions given in this paper.
The Sparse Chaff Clouds
In the coordinates system shown in Fig. 1 , the polarization backscattering matrix can be expressed as [21] 11 12
Based on the reciprocity principle, s 12 = s 21 holds [21] . 
where 〈•〉 represent the ensemble average.
For the single chaff or sparse chaff clouds with uniform orientation distribution, can be obtained that [10] , [22] , [23] 11 11 1 0 1/3
The experiments of a variety of distributed targets (bare soil surface, vegetation-covered terrain, etc.) show that s 11 is independent of s 12 [24] . As seen in (3), this conclusion holds for the sparse chaff cloud [10] . So, the following is to determine whether this conclusion holds for dense chaff clouds.
The Analysis for Dense Chaff Clouds Based on MOM
The coupling among dipoles cannot be ignored for dense chaff clouds. The backscattered fields of dense chaff clouds are computed by MoM. In the numerical computation, the dense chaff cloud with M dipoles is modeled as a whole object, and every dipole is divided into N segments linearly. N is an odd number. Z i m,h n is the mutual impendence between the mth segment in the ith dipole and the nth segment in the hth dipole. i, h = 1,…, M, and
The electric current on the mth segment in the ith dipole can generate the electric field on the nth segment in the hth dipole.
The orientation unit vector of ith dipole is , and so does for , as seen in Fig. 2 .
x y z sin cos sin sin cos where e x , e y, and e z are coordinates unit vectors in xyz coordinates system.  i and  i are the angle coordinates variables in the spherical coordinate system. The center of the ith dipole is located on (x i , y i , z i ), the center of the hth dipole is located on (x h , y h , z h ).
Based on Pocklington integral equation [20] , it is obtained that 
where r is the position vector of the electric field, and r´ is the position vector of the electric current.  is the angular frequency. k is the wave number of the electromagnetic wave.  is a vector differential operator. The current base function used here is a rectangular pulse waveform, that is, 
where  is a factor only related to the distance between radar and the center of the chaff cloud. sin h cos h is the project factor from the polarization direction of incident wave to the dipole orientation. sin i is the field pattern function of current unit; cos i is the project factor of backscattered field on direction 1; exp[-jk(z i + z h )] is due to the time-delay of incident wave and backscattered wave. In the same way, s 22 and s 12 can be obtained as
sin sin sin sin exp j ,
sin cos sin sin exp j .
For convenience of analysis, dense chaff clouds under the following conditions are concerned here: the chaff orientation and location distributions are uniform, the shape of the chaff cloud is circular symmetrical. 
When the chaff orientation distribution is uniform and the shape of the chaff cloud is circular symmetry, 
Equation (17) shows that s 11 is uncorrelated to s 12 , that is, the cross to co-polar correlation coefficient Gaussian distribution [22] , and they are uncorrelated to each other based on the above analysis, therefore they are independent of each other. This conclusion coincides with the experiments of distributed targets mentioned in [24] , and it is independent of the length of dipoles.
Based on the circular symmetry of orientation and location, the correlation characteristics should be independent of polarized direction of incident wave. In this circular symmetry situation, it is known that 
Numerical Validations
The polarization backscattering matrix of chaff clouds are computed by MoM and Pocklington integral equation. Taking this approach, a triangular current basis function is used. Every dipole is divided into 37 segments uniformly. Six different cases are computed. Three different shapes of chaff clouds are considered, including sphere, cylinder and cube, and each shape has two different sizes. The number of dipoles in all these cases is the same, which is 200. The orientation distribution of dipoles is uniform, and the center of each dipole is dispersed uniformly in the cloud. For cylindrical cloud, the wave vector of incident wave is perpendicular to the bottom surface. For cubical cloud, the wave vector of incident wave is perpendicular to one of six surfaces, and the polarized direction of incident wave is parallel to one edge of the surface. 1000 realizations of each case of chaff clouds are computed in order to obtain statistical average value. The results are listed in Tab. 1. The ratios of s 12 s * 12  to s 11 s * 11  with different number of realizations are shown in Tab. 1. The correlation coefficients of s 11 and s 12 (that is, the cross to co-polar correlation coefficient) are shown in Fig. 3 n n n n n a n n b n c n a n b n
The results of (20) with different Δn are shown in Fig. 3 . Here, rect() is a rectangle function. Δn is the offset, and -1000  Δn  1000. In Fig. 3 , the middle point (where Δn = 0) is the computed cross to co-polar correlation coefficients * * * 11 12 11 11 Although it is assumed that the shape of the chaff cloud is circular symmetrical, it is interesting that the result for cube is not obviously different from that for the circular symmetry shape such as sphere and cylinder. So (17) and (18) holds not only for the dense chaff clouds with circular symmetrical shape. That is, s 11 and s 12 are independent of each other, and s 11 s * 11  equals the sum of 2s 12 s * 12  and s 11 s * 22 .
Conclusions
The correlation characteristics of the polarization backscattering matrix of dense chaff clouds with the uniform orientation and location distributions in circular symmetry region were discussed. It is found that the correlation characteristics of s 11 and s 12 for dense chaff clouds are identical to the sparse chaff clouds. According to the theoretical analysis for the dense chaff clouds with the circular symmetry shape, the cross to co-polar correlation coefficient is still zero and that the sum of the co-polar cross-correlation coefficient 
Appendix
It can be assumed that there is an angle  between the polarized direction 1 and x axis in xoy plane generally.
(Note that  = 0 in Fig. 1 .) Thus, according to the vector synthetic and decomposition, it can be obtained that 
